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Abstract—With the ever-increasing application demands, the
execution of applications may require more resources than
locally available. In this scenario, resources from multiple
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) cloud providers can be leased
to fulfill application requirements. In this paper we deal
with the problem of scheduling workflow applications in
multiple IaaS providers, where the workflow scheduler must
determine on which computational resource each component
of a workflow should be allocated in order to minimize the
involved monetary costs. We propose the use of different
levels of discrete-time intervals in linear programming to
schedule workflows with deadline constraints in multiple cloud
providers. Simulations shown that increasing the granularity
level of time-discretization decreases the scheduler running
time, although yet achieving good solutions.
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in the timeline of the ILP, the input size of the schedule
problem can be reduced, and the solver can be able to
achieve solutions faster. The proposed technique is applied
to a previously developed workflow scheduler [3], which
was limited to small DAGs. Simulation results shown that
increasing the granularity of the discrete-timeline is a useful
mechanism to make the integer linear program to find
feasible solutions for larger DAGs on a timely manner.
The next section shows related work. In Section III we
present the considered workflow scheduling problem and
the scheduling algorithm utilized in our evaluation, while
Section IV shows the proposed time-discretization approach.
Simulation results are discussed in Section V, while the final
remarks and conclusions are presented in Section VI.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. R ELATED W ORK

E-Science and e-business applications are nowadays requiring an increasing computational power [1], [2], which
has been exceeding the capacity available within the
premises of a single organization. These complex applications comprise workflows, which can be decomposed into
sets of smaller jobs that must be processed in a welldefined order. These data dependencies between jobs are
commonly represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
where its nodes represent the service of a workflow, while
its arcs represent data dependencies. These applications can
be scheduled on the cloud providers, but optimal scheduling
algorithms take too long to run for larger DAG instances
due to the NP-Completeness of the scheduling problem.
We consider a scheduler modeled as integer linear program (ILP) for the scenario where the cloud customer
submits his/her scientific workflow to be executed and
managed by a workflow execution service (SaaS or PaaS, for
instance) along with a response time (deadline) to be obeyed.
Nevertheless, the input size of this scheduling problem increases with the DAG size and with the established deadline,
since the ILP discrete-timeline becomes larger, making the
scheduler running time increase considerably [3].
In this paper we propose the λ-granularity technique in
order to modify the granularity of the schedule timeline
when using ILP, aiming to quickly yield feasible scheduling
solutions. By using different levels of discrete-time intervals

Stefansson et al. propose in [4] a case study for large
production scheduling. They present a comparison between
two mathematical formulations for a pharmaceutical production scheduling problem as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP), one using a discrete-timeline and the
other one a continuous-timeline. They concluded that using
a continuous-time better represents the real-world decision
problem and the solutions are more accurate. On the other
hand, using a discrete-time makes the structure model simpler and complex constraints can be added without much
effort. Floudas et al. overview in [1] the advances in MILP
for the scheduling problem of chemical processing systems.
They state that the solution accuracy would increase by
reducing the length of the time intervals (slots), but not only
the number of variables and constraints should be higher, but
also the solver running time. Although these works present
studies on time discretization of scheduling problems, none
of them consider the cloud computing context.
Tordsson et al. describe in [5] an ILP formulation in order
to optimize the placement of independent tasks in multiple
cloud providers according to user-specified criteria. They
consider a static cloud brokering scenario and also use IBM
CPLEX solver1 to evaluate simulations, in which execution
times increase considerably as the number of tasks increases.
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Van den Bossche et al. propose in [6] an ILP formulation
of the independent task-scheduling to minimize the cost of
external provisioning in hybrid clouds. In order to quickly
obtain feasible solutions, they had to simulate the scheduling
problem with low (≈ 20) numbers of tasks. Although
these works present advances on scheduling problems in
cloud computing environment, none of them considers the
execution of workflows. Moreover, the related work also
shows limitations regarding to the number of tasks versus
the scheduler execution times.
III. BACKGROUND
The workflow scheduling problem in cloud environment
can be tackled using either a static or a dynamic approach
[2], [5]. The static approach is suitable for situations where
the cloud provider has high resource availability and its
conditions (resource prices, resource configurations, etc.) do
not constantly change throughout the workflow execution
life-cycle. Thus, the workflow scheduling can be performed
off-line in advance to workflow deployment. On the other
hand, the dynamic approach is more appropriate in scenarios
where the conditions of uncertainty are high, such as variable resource prices, dynamic resource availability, variable
bandwidth in network links, among others. In this manner,
the scheduler algorithm should be run on-line to update the
cloud environment information. Currently, cloud provider
conditions tend to be static [5] because some parameters
are rarely modified, such as virtual machine (VM) prices
unusually change and resources availability is unknown but
assumed to be high2 . In this paper we focus on the static
approach, which requires some data to be known a priori,
while the on-line approach is already under investigation.
In this section we describe the ILP of the scheduler from
[3]. It determines the VMs to be leased by a SaaS (or PaaS)
provider from multiple IaaS providers to execute workflows
meeting the customer’s deadline and minimizing the VMs
leasing costs. This scheduler is able to provide low-cost
schedules, but its execution time is a drawback for larger
workflows. Our proposal is incorporating the λ-granularity
approach to this ILP, aiming to provide faster scheduling
solutions. This proposal can be applied to other ILPs that
use discrete variables to represent the schedule timeline.
This paper considers workflows whose services are dominated by computer processing time instead of I/O or memory
access time. However, it is possible to modify the ILP to also
consider workflows that can be I/O- or memory-bound rather
than CPU-bound, because in those cases using only a faster
VM can not yield an improvement in the scheduling. To
achieve this, we would need to know information a priori
about I/O and memory access of the workflow’s services
and the disk and memory speeds of the VMs. With such
2
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details, we can evaluate the time spent with I/O or memory
operations, and select appropriate virtual machines. In short,
these considerations are being evaluated as future work.
A. Notation and Problem Modeling
The following notations are used by the integer linear
programming formulation of the problem [3]:
• n: number of nodes in the DAG (n ∈ N);
• W = {w1 , . . . , wn }: set of processing demands for
each node ui ∈ U, expressed as the number of instructions to be processed (wi ∈ R+ );
• fi,j : number of data units to be transmitted between
node ni �
and nj (fi,j ∈ R+ );
• H(j) = ij : i < j, there exists an arc from vertex
�
i to vertex j in the DAG : the set of immediate
predecessors of nj ;
• DG : finish time (deadline) desired by the SaaS customer
for the DAG G;
• I = {i1 , . . . , im }: the set of IaaS providers that
compose the computing infrastructure of the problem;
• δi : maximum number of VMs that a cloud customer
can have leased from the IaaS i ∈ I at any given time
t (δi ∈ N).
Let Si = σir ∪σio be the set of all service level agreements
(SLAs) that have been signed between the software-as-aservice (SaaS) provider and the IaaS provider i ∈ I. The Si
set is composed of two disjoint subsets: (i) the subset σir that
includes SLAs for reserved VMs readily available, and (ii)
the subset σio that includes only SLAs for on-demand VMs
that can be leased on-the-fly. Let Vir be the set that includes
only VMs associated with prices for reserved resources from
IaaS i ∈ I and Vio be the set that contains only VMs
associated with prices for on-demand resources from IaaS
i ∈ I, i.e., Vi = Vir ∪ Vio represents the set of VMs that
can be leased from IaaS provider i ∈ I. Each VM v ∈ Vi is
associated with an element vo of Vio and with an element vr
of ∈ Vir . With this, the corresponding vr and vo of v have the
same hardware configuration, but are billed at different price
points. In general, the price per time unit of vo is greater
than or equal to vr , being vo and vr related to the v.
Each SLA sr ∈ σir is related to only one type of VM
v ∈ Vir , and each SLA so ∈ σio is related to only one
type of VM v ∈ Vio . One of the parameters defined in each
contract agreement s ∈ Si is the number αs ∈ N+ of VMs
requested by the SaaS provider. Another SLA parameter
indicates the duration time ts ∈ N+ of the term commitment.
The resources leased by the SaaS provider are presented in
the set V, which is defined as:
� m
�
�
V=
Vi , ∀ i ∈ I : Si �= ∅
(1)
i=1

where m = | I | and Vi = Vir ∪Vio . In other words, according
to the SLAs signed with each provider IaaS i ∈ I, the

set V is composed. Moreover, we define the following IaaS
characteristics that are also intrinsic for the ILP formulation:
• m: number of IaaS providers, m ∈ N;
+
• Pv : number of processing cores of v ∈ V, Pv ∈ N ;
• Jvq : time units that VM v ∈ V takes to execute 1
instruction, with Jv ∈ R+ ;
• Lvg ,vh : time units taken to transmit 1 data unit over
the network link between vg ∈ V and vh ∈ V, with
Lvg ,vh ∈ R+ . If vg = vh , then Lvg ,vg = Lvh ,vh = 0;
• Bi,v : binary variable that assumes a value 1 if v belongs
to the IaaS provider i ∈ I (i.e. v ∈ Vi ), and 0 otherwise.
+
• Cv : price to lease v ∈ V for 1 time unit, with Cv ∈ R .
Vendor lock-in problem is still an open issue in cloud
computing environments [7]. This problem restricts users
from migrating their applications to a different cloud
provider. Although this work considers multiple clouds, we
assume that all providers use an open-standard interface, i.e.,
open cloud computing interface (OCCI)3 , to describe applications that are compatible across multiple cloud providers,
thus we consider the cloud lock-in problem to be beyond the
r
scope of this paper. Let ζ = {σ1r , . . . , σm
} be the set that
contains all SLAs associated with reserved VMs. We define
the variable Ks,v that assumes the value 1 if the SLA s ∈ ζ
is related to the reserved VM v ∈ V, or 0 otherwise. That
means, if Ks,v = 1 and Bi,v = 1, then s ∈ σir and v ∈ Vir .

t∈T v∈V

(C1)
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Subject to :

∀ u ∈ H(z), ∀ r, v ∈ V,
∀ i, j ∈ I | Bi,v = 1, Bj,r = 1

t
�

(C3)

yt,v × Cv ,

s=1

∀ v ∈ V,

≥

�
�
xu,t,v × �wu × Jv �

∀ t ∈ {�wu × Jv � , . . . , DG }

�
�
�
yp,v + yp,r ≥ 2 × xu,t,v + xz,s,r − 1 × π

∀ u ∈ H(z), ∀ r, v ∈ V, ∀ s, t ∈ T ,
�
�
s.t. π = s − t − �wz × Jr � ≥ �fu,z × Li,j � ,
i, j ∈ I, Bi,v = 1, Bj,r = 1
(C5)

��

xu,t,v = 1

(C6)

t∈T v∈V

B. Formulation of the Integer Linear Program

The ILP solves the scheduling problem through the binary
variables x and y and the constant Cv [3]:
• xu,t,v : binary variable that assumes the value 1 if the
node u finishes at time t in the VM v; otherwise this
variable assumes the value 0;
• yt,v : binary variable that assumes the value 1 if the
VM v is being used at time t; otherwise this variable
assumes the value 0;
• Cv : constant that assumes the cost per time unit for
using the VM v.
Before formulating a mathematical model for any scheduling problem, it is necessary to take into consideration the
timeline representation. Time can be discrete or continuous
values [1]. Workflow scheduling usually requires the use
of discrete variables to represent discrete decisions. For
instance, resource assignment and atomic tasks allocation
over time are some activities that represent discrete decisions
involved in the scheduling problem [4]. Moreover, as in
Amazon EC2, partial VM-hours consumed are billed as full
hours. Therefore, the utilized ILP formulation only considers
discrete-time representation. In Section IV we discuss how
we can contour these problems to make the ILP applicable
in practice. Let T = {1, . . . , DG } be the timeline of the
possible workflow execution time, which ranges from 1 to
the desired DG . The ILP is formulated as follows [3]:

��

Minimize

u∈U v∈V

∀ u ∈ U;
(C7)

�

v∈V

yt,v

≤

δi

(C8)

xu,t,v ∈ {0, 1}
∀ u ∈ U, ∀ t ∈ T ,
∀v∈V

�

v∈V

∀ i ∈ I, ∀ t ∈ T ,
s.t. Bi,v = 1
(C9)

×Jv �
� � �wu�

yt,v

xu,t,v = 0

t=1

≤

αs

∀ s ∈ ζ, ∀ t ∈ T ,
s.t. Ks,v = 1
(C10)

yt,v ∈ {0, 1}
∀ t∈T, ∀ v∈V

The constraint (C1) determines that a DAG node z cannot
begin its execution until all preceding nodes have finished
their processing and the resulting data has arrived at the
VM that will run z. The constraint (C2) specifies that the
number of DAG nodes executing on a VM v at a given
time t cannot exceed the number of processing cores of v.
The constraint (C3) determines that a VM must stay active
(i.e., with status being used enabled in the variable y) while
it is executing the node which requires it. The constraint
(C4) determines that a VM must stay active while it is
sending (or receiving) data generated by precedent nodes.
This constraint was added to the original formulation from
[3] in order to charge the VMs usage during data transfers
between workflow components. The constraint (C5) specifies
that a service must be executed only once and in a single
VM. The constraint (C6) establishes that a DAG node u
cannot be set as finished until it has been executed in a VM
v. The constraint (C7) specifies that the number of reserved
VMs plus the number of on-demand VMs cannot exceed

the maximum number allowed by each IaaS provider [8].
The constraint (C8) establishes that the amount of virtual
machines being used cannot exceed the limit stipulated in
the SLA. The last two constraints, (C9) and (C10), specify
that the variables of this integer linear program, namely x
and y, will only assume binary values.
In the next section we discuss the representation of time,
proposing the use of wider time intervals in the set T to
reduce the size of the search space when solving the ILP.
IV. R EPRESENTATION OF T IME
To formulate a mathematical model for any scheduling
problem, one major issue that arises is how to represent the
timeline of the application execution. In general, time can be
classified into two main categories [1], [4]: discrete-time and
continuous-time. In the first one, schedulers are formulated
through the approach of time-discretization, i.e., the timeline
is divided into a number of equally spaced intervals. Thereupon, the events (scheduler decisions) can only take place
at the beginning (or the end) of those intervals. On the other
hand, with a continuous-time, the scheduling decisions are
made at any instant of time within the timeline. Although
the continuous-time increases accuracy of the scheduler, i.e.,
it presents a finer granularity, the mathematical ILP model
becomes more complex [9], as well as it takes more time to
obtain optimal solutions.
A. The λ-granularity Approach
The scheduler (ILP solver) execution time can be enlarged
by the granularity level of the timeline, by the user desired
response time (deadline), as well as by the DAG size.
When small lengths for the time intervals need to be
used and/or the timeline under consideration is too long, the
number of discretized-time intervals in the set T can be very
large [10]. Thereby, the workflow scheduler leads to very
large combinatorial problems, which are computationally
very expensive to solve or even intractable in a timely
manner. The parameter (or dimension) time is the main bottleneck that prevents scalability in the scheduler presented
in [3]. Due to the precedence constraints between the DAG
nodes and the NP-Completeness of the scheduling problem,
both the solver execution time and the time set T grow
quickly when we try to schedule DAGs with large number
of nodes and dependencies. In other words, the main variable
of the ILP is a three-dimensional binary-matrix (xu,t,v : node
u, time t, and virtual machine v), and therefore the larger
the binary matrix, the higher the solver execution time. In
this paper we propose increasing the granularity of the timediscretization in order to reduce the size of the binary-matrix
xu,t,v . With time discretized into larger units, the size of
the time set T is reduced and consequently the size of the
binary matrix is also reduced. Therefore, with a smaller T ,
the solver execution time tends to decrease. We define the
proposed λ-granularity approach as the multiplicative factor

that determines the size of discrete-time intervals, and the
set T is rewritten as in equation (2).
T =

�

λ, 2λ, 3λ, 4λ, . . . , Λ

�

�
�
�
�

Λ ≤ DG

and λ ∈ N+ (2)

Short λ-granularity (fine-grained time intervals) or long
time-horizon (high deadline) can considerably increase the
amount of discrete-time intervals in the set T . In other
words, if the discretization intervals are fine enough to capture all significant events, then the number of ILP constraints
can become very large and the workflow scheduling problem
can be computationally expensive to solve. Thus, the finer
the λ-granularity, the greater the solution search space and,
consequently, more time is spent by the scheduler to find a
feasible solution with reduced monetary costs involved.
However, large λ-granularity (coarse-grained time intervals) presents a drawback: they can substantially decrease
the size of T and, thus, the scheduling may become unfeasible because the scheduler will not find sufficient discretetime units for all DAG nodes. Furthermore, the coarse
λ-granularity may increase the monetary cost of feasible
solutions, because as the size of the set T is reduced,
the scheduler is forced to choose faster virtual machines
(and consequently more expensive) to schedule all DAG
nodes before the deadline, leading to an expensive workflow
execution and resources (or money) wastefulness. Therefore,
there is a clear trade-off between using small discrete-time
intervals to obtain a more precise scheduling or use long
discrete-time intervals to reduce the solver execution time.
We aim to find solutions faster with monetary costs reduced.
B. Correcting Estimation Errors Introduced by The Timediscretization Approach
Reducing the amount of discrete-time intervals in the time
set T to reduce the solver execution time produces a penalty
in the monetary execution cost of the schedule. When we
increase the λ-granularity, we force the solver to pick faster
(and more expensive) VMs. Thus, the principle of the timediscretization approach goes in the opposite direction of
the ILP objective function, which tries to minimize the
monetary cost involved in the workflow scheduling. For
instance, one discrete-time interval when λ = 2 is equivalent
to two discrete-time intervals when λ = 1; i.e., if the solver
schedules a DAG node u to be executed in only one discretetime interval when λ = 1, then this same DAG node u will
also be executed in only one discrete-time interval when
λ = 2. With that, there will be an additional monetary
execution cost of one time unit unused in the VM where
DAG node u was scheduled when λ = 2, increasing the
total monetary execution cost involved. Thus, for each λ > 1
value, the solver will provide an estimate (upper bound) of
the monetary cost of the actual workflow execution.
The solver introduces empty spaces in the schedule that
would be charged regardless of its use, since the VMs

Table I
I AA S P ROVIDERS A, B, AND C
Provider

Type

Core

Core Performance

On-demand
Price

Reserved
Price

A

Small
Medium

1
2

1.5
1.5

$0.13
$0.20

$0.045
$0.070

B

Small
Medium
Large
XLarge
Dbl. X-Large

1
2
3
4
8

2
2
2
2
2

$0.17
$0.30
$0.40
$0.52
$0.90

$0.045
$0.059
$0.140
$0.183
$0.316

C

Small
Medium
Large
Extra-large

1
2
4
8

2
2
2.5
2.5

$0.15
$0.25
$0.50
$0.80

$0.052
$0.088
$0.176
$0.281

would remain leased during these times. This issue occurs
because the solver “believes” that one discrete-time interval,
in λ = 2 for instance, will be entirely utilized by the
node that is assigned to it. Thus, given a feasible workflow
scheduling solution in λ > 1, we need to (without DAG
rescheduling) recompute (i) the finish time for each DAG
node (makespan); and (ii) the total monetary computation
cost value for λ = 1 in order to reduce the monetary cost
error embedded by the λ-discretization approach.
The general λ-discretization algorithm is shown in Figure
1. In the first line of the algorithm, the solver is called with
a λ > 1 value to reduce the size of T . If a solution is found,
the algorithm then starts the recomputation of the schedule
in order to compute the final makespan and cost results. Line
3 stores the schedule given by the solver call, and line 4 calls
the solver again, but now with λ = 1 and with the schedule
already fixed as stored in line 3. At the end, this will result
in the recomputation of the schedule by suppressing empty
spaces left when the solver was first called with λ > 1. Note
that we do not change the mapping-task from the first solver
call to the second solver call because we would be returning
to the initial problem with λ = 1.
Require: DAG G = {U, E}, deadline DG , set of IaaSs V
Ensure: Schedule of G in V or Null for unfeasible solution

1: Call ILP solver with λ > 1
2: if There is any feasible schedule of G in V then
3:
Save DAG schedule data (for each node u ∈ U, save only

which VM v ∈ V the node u was scheduled).
Recall ILP solver with DAG schedule data (step 3) and with
λ = 1 only to recompute (i) the finish execution time for
each node u ∈ U and (ii) the total monetary execution cost
involved
5: end if
6: Return the solution from the last solver call
4:

Figure 1.

The time-discretization technique.

Although the monetary execution cost can be reduced
in the second solver call, it will still be an upper bound
of the optimal solution. Therefore, as in other sub-optimal
approaches following the NP-completeness of the workflow

Figure 2.

LIGO DAG topology

scheduling problem, this is a price we must pay to try to get
a feasible solution quickly instead of (indefinitely) waiting
for the solver to find the optimal solution. Here, we aim at
presenting the calibration of the time-discretization as a tool
to achieve faster feasible solutions using ILP.
V. E VALUATION
We implemented the ILP in JAVA and conducted simulations using the IBM ILOG CPLEX with default configuration. Our evaluation comprises simulations with DAGs
of real world applications such as fork-join and LIGO [11]
(Figure 2); moreover, we use three different IaaS providers.
This evaluation was also performed for Montage and forkjoin DAGs, but we focus on a more comprehensive evaluation of the LIGO DAG in this section.
A. Simulation Configuration
We used 3 IaaS providers in our simulations, each one
with its own prices for reserved and on-demand VMs.
Table I shows virtual machines options respectively for IaaS
providers A, B and C. We assume that the existing SLA
contracts for reserved VMs (i.e., the elements of the set
ζ) comprise 4 VMs: 1 Small and 1 Medium instance from
both providers A and B. The maximum number of virtual
machines that can be leased from each IaaS provider was
set as follows: δA = 4, δB = 7, δC = 2.
The public clouds usually do not provide information
about the quality of service of internal links (between virtual
machines) and external links (between IaaS providers). We
assume that the bandwidth of internal links is larger than
the bandwidth of external links, which is a reasonable
assumption in real environments. This is reflected in our
simulation by randomly generating a L in the [2, 3] real
interval for external links, while for internal links the set L
is taken from the [0.1, 0.2] real interval. Therefore, through
the VMs already reserved and the ones that can be leased
on-demand, our goal is that the overall solver execution
time (solver time of workflow scheduling plus solver time of
workflow cost recomputation) is small and, moreover, with
lowest possible workflow monetary execution cost.
B. Results
R
Simulations were run on an Intel�
CoreTM Xeon X5650
CPU 2.67GHz and 16GB of RAM. We have run 30 sim-

ulations for each DAG with the IaaS provider configurations shown in Table I, plus the 4 reserved VMs. In each
simulation, the computation cost for each DAG node and
the communication cost for each DAG node dependency
were randomly taken from the [1, 3] real interval. We varied
the λ-granularity to evaluate the relation between workflow
monetary execution cost and solver execution time metrics. Meanwhile, we also provide data metrics of workflow
makespan and number of unfeasible solutions to show the
effect of the variation of λ on these metrics. Furthermore,
in order to obtain a scheduling solution, the solver had its
running time limited to 10 minutes for each simulation. After
that time, the solver returned the best solution so far, if
any. The time limit of 10 minutes was chosen because the
majority of feasible solutions for the LIGO and 50-nodes
fork-join DAGs with λ = 1 start to be found in the first 9
minutes of the solver execution.
To represent possible deadlines, we have run simulations
with DG varying from Tmax × 2/7 to Tmax × 6/7 in
1/7 steps, where Tmax is the makespan of the cheapest
sequential execution of all DAG nodes on a single resource.
Deadlines of Tmax × 1/7 showed only unfeasible solutions
for all solver executions, while DG of Tmax × 7/7 can be
achieved by putting all tasks in the cheapest resource. The
divisor 7 was chosen only to assess the evolution of the λ
value with increasing DG , so other dividers could be used.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the solver execution
time for different DAGs with the original scheduler from
[3]. When we increased the size of the DAG (number of
nodes and dependencies between nodes), we indirectly also
increased (i) the number of the discretized-time intervals on
set T ; (ii) the number of possible workflow scheduling solutions; and (iii) the solver execution time. For instance, for
DG = Tmax ×6/7, the solver took, on average, 1.15, 141.43,
1652.92 e 3456.34 seconds to find a feasible solution to the
DAG fork-join with 10, 20, 30 nodes and the DAG Montage
[3], respectively. In these simulations, the solver also had
its running time limited (to more than 10 minutes; details in
[3]), and therefore the majority of the solutions were nonoptimal. Therefore, increasing discrete-time intervals aims
to reduce the size of set T and the solver execution time.
The averages shown in the following graphs are over 30
DAG-simulations for each deadline DG . The λ-granularity
proposal is compared with the original scheduler from [3],
shown as λ = 1 in the result graphs.
1) Fork-Join DAG with 50-nodes: Figure 3 shows results
for simulations with 50-nodes fork-join DAGs. In these
simulations, the integer values used for λ are in the set
{1, 2, . . . , 9, 10}, where λ = 1 corresponds to the results
for the original scheduler. The solver running time started
to decrease only when λ ≥ 4. Without fixing the monetary
execution cost error (1st Call ILP solver in the graphs), the
higher the λ value, the lower the solve running time and
the greater the workflow monetary execution cost is. For

Figure 4.

Solver running time with increasing DAG size.

instance, comparing the feasible solutions between λ = 1
and λ = 5, we had a reduction of approximately from 50%
(for DG = Tmax × 6/7) to 96% (for DG = Tmax × 2/7) in
the average solver execution time and, on the other hand, an
increase of approximately from 35% (for DG = Tmax ×6/7)
to 149% (for DG = Tmax × 2/7) in the average monetary
computation cost. For these feasible solutions, when the
solver recomputes (2nd Call Recomputation in the graphs)
the monetary execution costs using λ = 1 instead of λ = 5,
it was able to reduce significantly the monetary cost error
embedded by the time-discretization approach. For instance,
it was able to reduce the average monetary costs from 68%
(for DG = Tmax × 2/7) to 70% (for DG = Tmax × 6/7).
Nevertheless, this DAG-recomputation increased the total
solver running time from only 18% (for DG = Tmax × 6/7)
to 20% (for DG = Tmax × 2/7).
When we compare the solutions found with λ = 10 (2nd
solver call) with the solutions found in λ = 1 (original
ILP scheduler), we were able to get quick solutions and
with reasonable monetary costs. For instance, for DG =
Tmax × 6/7 and λ = 10 (with recomputation), the solver
was able to find solutions with an average cost 34% lower,
and with the solver execution time reduced by 75% when
compared to the solutions of the original scheduler for the
same DG . Thus, increasing the λ-granularity made it possible
to reduce both the monetary execution cost and the solver
running times. Note that for DG = Tmax × 2/7, the solver
was able to find solutions only when λ ≤ 5, due to the
short deadline. Increasing the λ value, followed by deadline
reduction, reduces the timeline-horizon (i.e., reduces the size
of the time set T ), and therefore increases the number of
unfeasible solutions, as shown in Figure 64 . In short, the
solver does not find sufficient discrete-time intervals for all
DAG nodes. Note that when the percentage of unfeasible
solutions is 100%, the values of the monetary cost and the
4
Figure 6 shows only unfeasible solutions when we call ILP solver with
λ = 1 to schedule the DAG G (step 1 of the algorithm), not when we
recall ILP solver for the DAG-recomputation (step 4 of the algorithm).
Furthermore, for all feasible solutions found in step 1, the solver was able
to find a feasible solution with reduced monetary cost in step 4. Thus, the
unfeasible solutions graph of step 4 is the same as step 1.

(b) Makespan
Figure 3.

(c) Solve Time

Results for the Fork-Join DAG with 50 nodes.

makespan are zero because no VMs have been used.
The DAG-recomputation does not increase the original
makespan value found in the first call of the solver. Due
to fine-grain used in the second call of the solver, in some
cases, there could be a decrease in the makespan, because
the solver can be able to suppress empty spaces in the DAG
nodes allocation over the timeline.
2) LIGO DAG: When scheduling the LIGO DAGs, with
168 nodes, the ILP solver was able to find feasible solutions
in a timely manner only when increasing the λ-granularity, as
shown in Figure 5. We simulated the LIGO DAG as follows:
• For DG = Tmax × 2/7 and DG = Tmax × 3/7, we use
the following integer values for λ: {5, 6, . . . , 14, 15};
• For DG = Tmax × 4/7, we use the following integer
values for λ: {10, 11, . . . , 19, 20};
• For DG = Tmax × 5/7 and DG = Tmax × 6/7, we use
the following integer values for λ: {15, 16, . . . , 24, 25}
For each deadline, these λ values were chosen according
to the first simulations of the LIGO DAG, and as shown
in Figure 6, no deadline had 100% viable solutions for
all λ values. Furthermore, by using short discrete-time
intervals (fine-grained, i.e. λ ≤ 5), the solver could not
find feasible solutions in a timely manner for any deadline.
Feasible solutions to the LIGO DAG were possible only
with a significant reduction in the size of the time set
T (or a significant increase in the discrete-time intervals,
with high λ values). For instance, for the short deadline
DG = Tmax × 2/7, the LIGO DAG scheduling was only
possible for λ ∈ {6, . . . , 9}, and the ILP solver has yet
been aborted by the timeout of 10 minutes for all those λ
values. Regardless of the deadline DG , due to the size of the
LIGO DAG, even increasing the λ-granularity , the solver
was aborted by the the 10 minutes timeout in all simulations,
returning the best feasible solution found so far.
For the recomputed solutions in DG = Tmax × 2/7, all
the simulations had similar solver running times (already
considering the overhead added by the DAG-recomputation).
Furthermore, for λ = 9, we had solutions with the lowest
average monetary cost, which was approximately 1.8%, 17%
18% lower than the average monetary costs of the solutions
found for λ values equal to 8, 7 and 6, respectively. The
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Figure 6.

Unfeasible solutions.

recomputation of the estimated costs significantly reduces
the error embedded by the λ-granularity approach without
significant increase in the solve time, i.e., the correction in
the average monetary cost was from 35% (for λ = 6) to
56% (for λ = 9) of the feasible solutions initially found.
For DG = Tmax × 3/7, it was possible to find feasible solutions only when λ ∈ {9, . . . , 14}, and for
DG = Tmax × 6/7 only when λ ∈ {18, . . . , 25}. In
other words, we need high integer values for λ in order
to get a feasible solution in a timely manner. Regarding the
deadline DG = Tmax × 6/7 and independently of the λ
value, all the simulations had a similar overhead added by
the DAG-recomputation in the average solver running time
(approximately 20% of the timeout). On the other hand, we
have had a significant reduction in the monetary cost. For
instance, the solver was able to reduce the average monetary
execution cost from 70% (for λ = 18) to 75% (for λ = 25)
of the feasible solutions initially found. Besides that, the
different levels of time-discretization can help us choose a
specific value for λ that generates the lowest monetary cost
for a given deadline DG , e.g., λ = 17 for DG = Tmax × 6/7
and λ = 23 for DG = Tmax × 6/7.
Results presented for both LIGO and fork-join DAGs
suggest that depending on the size of the DAG and the
deadline, we need to increase the discrete-time intervals
in order to quickly get a feasible solution. In addition,
a particular λ value may be chosen from a historical of

(a) Cost

(b) Makespan
Figure 5.

(c) Solve Time

Results for the LIGO DAG.

workflows executions to return a scheduling solution with
a reasonable monetary cost, based on parameters such as
workflow size (number of nodes and dependencies between
nodes) and deadline. Moreover, similar results were obtained
for the Montage and for 30-nodes fork-join DAGs.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented λ-granularity, a discretizationtime approach to decrease the scheduler running time by
using different levels of discrete time fragmentation in the
timeline of the ILP. We performed simulations with DAGs
that represent real-world applications. With the original ILP
scheduler (λ = 1) and large deadlines, the size of the
set of discrete time intervals T can be large enough to
prevent a viable solution to be found in a timely manner
in the cloud computing context. The results of our proposal
suggest that increasing the λ-granularity (λ > 1) can be
effective in reducing the solver execution time, yet achieving
good (low-cost) solutions. Besides that, the discretizationtime approach can help the service providers of workflow
execution to negotiate SLAs with its customers. Future
work includes the determination of an ideal λ-granularity
according to the scheduler input, on-line dynamic scheduling
approach and take the I/O- or memory-bound workflows into
consideration.
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